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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION:

OCTOBER 1997
Friday, November 7, 1997

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m., in Room 1334,
Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman
of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton, Ewing, Hinchey, and Maloney;
Senator Bingaman.

Staff Present: Christopher Frenze, Robert Keleher, Mary Hewitt,
Juanita Morgan, Darryl Evans, Joseph Cwiklinski, Amy Pardo, Kerry
Sutten, Dan Lara, and Howard Rosen.

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Good morning. Once again, it is my
pleasure to welcome Commissioner Abraham and her colleagues before
the Joint Economic Committee (JEC).

The business cycle expansion that began in 1991 continues to
increase payroll employment, according to BLS (Bureau of Labor
Statistics) data released earlier today. Payroll jobs increased by 284,000
in October, bringing the total to 123 million jobs.

According to the separate household survey, employment posted a
gain of 179,000 in October. The unemployment rate slipped to 4.7
percent, its lowest level in 24 years. The employment-population ratio
remains at an historically high level.

In addition to the employment data, BLS also produces a variety of
statistics on prices. The Consumer Price Index (CPI), the Producer Price
Index (PPI), Employment Cost Index, and other measures are closely
watched BLS price data.

For most of 1997, we reviewed these data and made no evidence of
real pickup in inflation. As I have noted many times before, economic
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and employment growth do not create inflation. Inflation is a result of
excessively expansionary monetary policies. These indicators, as well
as others used by the Joint Economic Committee, do not show that
inflation is emerging or in the pipeline at this time or in the foreseeable
future.

Instead, in recent weeks the focus of the media has shifted to a
question of whether deflation, that is, an actual decline in price levels, is
evident. It is vital to keep this concept of deflation, a general decline in
prices, distinct from disinflation, a slowdown in the general increase in
prices. Gradual disinflation, which is what we have been experiencing,
and stable prices are totally different from deflation and actual falling
prices. Deflation is undesirable, and the price data should be closely
monitored to ensure that there is no danger of emerging deflation, just as
we have historically watched for inflation.

Fortunately, a careful and balanced examination of the evidence
does not show any evidence at all of deflation. Virtually all broad price
measures show year-over-year changes in the positive territory. There
is no evidence of a sustained general decline in prices. In addition,
according to one point of view, it would be difficult to view the recent
increases in average hourly earnings as consistent with deflation. In
other words, wages have gone up, not down. On the other hand, it is true
that the PPI has fallen over several months in 1997, and that the data bear
careful watching.

With respect to monetary policy, it is clear that the goal of price
stability precludes either inflation or deflation. Monetary policy guided
by an inflation targeting approach to stable prices, as I favor, actually is
slightly biased against deflation. Inflation targeting means that monetary
policy aims to prevent a sustained increase or decline in the price level
reflected in the general price indices.

Given the intense interest of many in this inflation-deflation issue,
the BLS price measures will be closely scrutinized by the financial
markets for the foreseeable future.
[The prepared statement of Representative Jim Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record.]
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Senator Binganan, if you would like to have the floor at this time.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFF BINGAMAN,

RANKING MINORITY MEMBER

Senator Bingaman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not have an
opening statement. I am going to ask a few questions about the issue
which I raised at previous hearings-the quality of jobs and what we
know about benefits that also accompany wages. I look forward to the
testimony and I appreciate your holding this hearing.

Representative Saxton. Commissioner Abraham, Mr. Dalton and
Mr. Rones, welcome back to the Joint Economic Committee. The floor
is yours.

STATEMENT OF KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM,
COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS,

ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE
COMMISSIONER OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; AND

PHILIP L. RONES, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR CURRENT
EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

Ms. Abraham. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the
opportunity to be here this morning to comment on the employment and
unemployment data that we will release this morning.

As you have commented, nonfarm payroll employment grew in
October while unemployment fell. The number of jobs as measured by
our establishment survey rose by 284,000 over the month, and the
unemployment rate fell from 4.9 to 4.7 percent. Since the end of 1996,
payroll job growth has averaged 239,000 a month, and the unemployment
rate has fallen six-tenths of a percentage point. Also in October, average
hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers rose by six
cents.

Employment growth was widespread over the month, with the
goods-producing sector accounting for much of the increase. The number
of jobs in manufacturing grew by 54,000 in October, well above the
I 1,000 average monthly gain that this industry had posted in the first nine
months of the year. While many industries participated in October's rise,
half the gain in manufacturing occurred in just two industries, industrial
machinery, which added 13,000 jobs, and transportation equipment,
which reversed its prior month's decline by adding 16,000 jobs. The
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electronic components industry continued its strong growth last month,
adding 5,000 jobs. So far this year, employment in this industry has
grown by 36,000.

Also in the goods-producing sector, construction added 20,000 jobs,
its largest gain since May, after showing little trend growth during the
summer. Gains among general contractors occurred in both residential
and nonresidential construction, and gains in special trades also were
broad based.

Other industry divisions that posted stronger than average gains in
October included transportation and public utilities, wholesale trade, and
finance, insurance, and real estate. Transportation and public utilities
added 29,000 jobs, nearly four times the average of the preceding five
months. Wholesale trade gained 22,000 jobs, with the largest increase in
machinery distribution. The finance industry had an unusually large
gain, with most of the component industries benefitting.

Services and retail trade each had employment gains that were about
equal to the average monthly rise for the past year. The services industry
added 100,000 jobs. Of particular note was computer services, which
added 15,000 jobs, and engineering and management services, which
added 19,000 jobs. Taken together, these two small industries, which
comprise only 4 percent of payroll employment, have accounted for one
in nine of the jobs added in the past year. Health services posted a gain
of 26,000. Retail trade added about 37,000 jobs, with the largest
increases occurring in food stores and in miscellaneous retail
establishments.

The six-cents-an-hour October gain in average hourly earnings of
production or nonsupervisory workers followed gains of four cents in
September and seven cents in August for a total of 17 cents over the three
months. This pace of increase was somewhat more rapid than had been
set earlier in the year. Average hourly earnings have increased by 4.2
percent over the year ending in October.

Turning to data from the household survey, as already noted, the
unemployment rate declined to 4.7 percent. The rate had fluctuated in
the range from 4.8 to 5 percent from April through September. With the
exception of the unemployment rate for adult women, which declined
from 4.4 percent to 4.0 percent in October, the rates for the major worker
groups on which we are reporting this morning were about unchanged.
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The 4 percent rate for adult women in October was the lowest since
January 1970.

In summary, October's employment gains were widespread and
fairly robust, and unemployment declined over the month. Average
hourly earnings have risen more rapidly since July than earlier in the
year.

Before concluding I would like to provide you with a preliminary
estimate of the effect on our total payroll figures of the benchmark
revision scheduled for next June. As you know, once a year the Bureau
adjusts the payroll survey's sample-based employment estimates to
incorporate the previous year's March universe employment counts in a
process known as benchmarking. These universe employment counts are
derived principally from state unemployment insurance tax reports that
nearly all employers are required to file. By early November of each
year, we typically have completed preliminary tabulations of those
universe counts for the first quarter of the year, and we routinely share
our estimate of the anticipated size of the benchmark revision for the
prior March at the time we release our October Employment Situation
reports.

Preliminary tabulations for the first quarter of 1997 indicate there
was somewhat stronger job growth than previously reported for the
12-month period ending in March 1997. Indications attis time are that
the March 1997 payroll employment estimates will be revised upward by
about 475,000, or four-tenths of one percent. Just to put that into
perspective, the historical average for benchmark revisions over the past
decade has been plus or minus 0.3 percent, with the absolute value of the
revisions ranging in size from zero to seven-tenths of one percent.

Final benchmark adjustments for March 1997 are scheduled to be
formally introduced next June. In the meantime, we will continue to
validate the unemployment insurance universe counts and other
benchmark source material and to conduct detailed analyses of the
sources of the revision; which industries are affected and so on.

My colleagues and I, of course, would be happy to answer any
questions any of the Members of the Committee might wish to raise.
[The prepared statement of Commissioner Abraham and accompanying
press release appear in the Submissions for the Record.]
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Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Commissioner.
We appreciate the clear and succinct statement.

Commissioner, the unemployment rate has fallen to 4.7 percent in
October. Oftentimes, when we have this conversation, we see a decrease
in the unemployment rate, and we refer to it as not statistically meaning-
ful. In this case, however, the unemployment rate has fallen from 4.9 to
4.7 percent. Would this be considered statistically meaningful?

Ms. Abraham. It would be on the borderline of statistical
significance. What is the exact cutoff?

Mr. Rones. We are right about at the, as the Commissioner said,
the borderline. You need almost exactly two-tenths of a percentage
point, and that is what we have this month. So we would call this
statistically significant.

Representative Saxton. When was the last time we had a decrease
in the unemployment rate that was statistically meaningful?

Ms. Abraham. Let me look back at the history. The unemploy-
ment rate took a drop of two-tenths of a percentage point in July. But
that also would have been borderline. It did take a statistically significant
drop of three-tenths of a percentage point back in April.

So it came down statistically significantly between March and April
and then has hovered between, as I said, 4.8 and 5 percent from then
through September.

Representative Saxton. So more often than not, there is a slight
change in the growth of jobs or the rate of unemployment, and, in this
case, we have gotten a change which is bigger than what we might
consider to be the norm.

Ms. Abraham. You are right. Looking back over these series,
more often than not, the month-to-month changes are not statistically
significant.

Representative Saxton. Another way of looking at this is: where
was it in the economy that jobs were created? Would you interpret this
increase in jobs as widespread throughout the economy or focused more
narrowly on a single sector or two?

Ms. Abraham. No, it was really pretty broad based. I think
perhaps the most striking thing in this month's data is the large increase,
large relatively to historical experience, in manufacturing employment.
You would have to go back a long time before you would find an
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increase in manufacturing employment as large as the 54,000 we reported
this month.

But looking at the data, we also got an increase in construction
employment. There are fairly broad-based increases in employment
among the service-producing industries. So I would characterize this as
quite a widespread increase in employment.

The only place we did not get an increase in employment, in terms
of the major sectors, is government, where employment was up 2,000.

Representative Saxton. That could be interpreted as good news,
too.

So construction employment went up something like 20,000 jobs,
manufacturing increased something like 54,000 jobs and, of course, the
biggest single sector of our economy, the service sector, increased
213,000 jobs.

As a percentage, are these increases relatively equal? That is a hard
question to answer.

Ms. Abraham. I have to go back and do the calculations in terms
of the percent increases. I have not done that.

Representative Saxton. Well, in the case of a widespread large
increase in employment, would this suggest that the economy is picking
up steam?

Ms. Abraham. Well, as you probably get tired of hearing me say,
these are one month's data. This is a fairly robust employment report.
I would not want to project what this portends for the future.

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, let me turn to another
issue. The overall economic situation seems to be quite positive. There
is one aspect, however, that has concerned many of us for a number of
years. That is the lack of earnings growth for middle-income workers,
which has been stagnant. What does the most recent data in real median
weekly earnings show?

Ms. Abraham. The most recent data we have on usual median
weekly earnings of full-time wage and salary workers pertain to the third
quarter of the year.

Representative Saxton. So that does not include what may or may
not have happened to increases or decreases in median earnings in
October?
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Ms. Abraham. That is correct. We report these in a variety of
ways. Comparing the data for the third quarter of 1997 to data for the
third quarter of 1996, in nominal terms, median weekly earnings overall
were up by $11. Deflating the Consumer Price Index to convert this into
something that is closer to a real measure, they were up in 1982 dollars
only from $299 to $300. So an increase in real 1982 dollars of just $1.

Representative Saxton. That is pretty small on a weekly basis, is
it not?

Ms. Abraham. If you look back over the long history of this series,
real median weekly earnings have really not changed much for quite an
extended period of time.

Representative Saxton. So to categorize the situation relative to
middle-income wages, would it still be fair for me to conclude that wages
continue to be stagnant through the third quarter?

Ms. Abraham. I should be clear. These are earnings, not wages.
And the distinction just being that this is-

Representative Saxton. Does that include fringe benefits?

Ms. Abraham. Earnings meaning it can be affected by changes in
the hours that people are working as well as by the wage rate that they
are getting paid.

Representative Saxton. I see. Commissioner, let me just ask one
more question. Manufacturing employment recovered somewhat in the
past 12 months. Has the level of manufacturing employment gone up
significantly over the past 12 months?

We know there was a significant increase in the past month. What
is the situation over the past 12 months?

Ms. Abraham. It has. It is up by 155,000 over the year.

Representative Saxton. And in 1996, manufacturing employment
actually declined by 94,000, did it not?

Ms. Abraham. No, if you compare December 1996 to December
1995, it was down by-let me make sure I have it right.

Representative Saxton. You do have your calculator.

Ms. Abraham. I do have my calculator, but I must say my
nine-year-old son is better at doing this in his head than I am on my
calculator. Fifty-five thousand.
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Representative Saxton. Fifty-five thousand? So, from December
1995 to December 1996, we have declined to 54,000. Since then,
however, there has been a more recent increase, which is somewhat
healthier than previous figures indicated.

Ms. Abraham. Taking it and maybe cutting the data slightly
differently, manufacturing employment reached a peak in April of 1995
and then it declined from then through September of 1996. It has now
come back up to a level that is about 25,000 higher than where it had
started back at the low peak in April 1995.

Representative Saxton. If I can just switch here to the service
sector. Same question. Over the past 12 months, what percentage of
employment increase has there been in the service sector?

Ms. Abraham. That ordinarily runs along about 90 percent in
service-producing industries. We do not have the most current data on
that. We will need to figure that out and give that to you, but it is usually
up in the 80 to 90 percent range. That is service-producing industry
employment.
[The information Commissioner Abraham sent to Chairman Saxton
regarding the service-producing industries appears in the Submissions for
the Record.]

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, thank you. I am going to
hold a couple more questions for a little later.

Senator Bingaman.
Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner Abraham, let me ask about a slightly different issue.

The Bureau last week released the Employment Cost Index figures for
September, I believe.

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.
Senator Bingaman. As I understand it, the distinction between the

Employment Cost Index and some of the other numbers we have been
talking about here is that the Employment Cost Index represents the
employer's total cost of hiring the work force. Is it correct to assume that
this includes fringe benefits as well as wages?

Ms. Abraham. Right, that is the intent. It does not include hiring
costs per se. If there are costs associated with recruiting and what not,
it does not include that. But it includes, in addition to wages and salaries,
legally required benefits, insurance coverage, retirement plans, and so on.
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Senator Bingaman. So pensions, health care and other benefits
would be covered by the Employment Cost Index?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.
Senator Bingaman. It strikes me that one of the issues we

continually try to focus on in this Committee is whether or not the
increase in the cost of labor is going to cause some kind of pressure on
inflation, or result in some kind of change in inflation. With that in mind,
it would seem to me that the Employment Cost Index is a more accurate
indicator of the total cost of employment than other indicators which the
government reports. Is that an accurate statement?

Ms. Abraham. Yes. It was designed for that purpose, so it differs
from our other measures. It is more inclusive in its coverage. It has the
benefits and not just the wages. It also is designed to track, insofar as
possible, the cost of employing a given mix of labor. So it is not affected
by changes in industry mix, changes in occupational mix.

Senator Bingaman. How do trends in the Employment Cost Index
compare with trends in wages?

Ms. Abraham. The Employment Cost Index for the private
nonfarm sector at an annualized rate over the year-to-date was up by 3.1
percent, that is through September, compared with an increase in average
hourly earnings at an annualized rate, again from December 1996
through October 1997, of 3.8 percent.

So the increase in the Employment Cost Index is a little less than the
increase in average hourly earnings, if that is the measure you refer to.

Senator Bingaman. Am I safe in concluding that since the
Employment Cost Index is not rising as much as the increase in hourly
earnings, that the difference must be a reflection of the decrease in non-
wage benefits, provided to workers?

Ms. Abraham. The two may differ for other reasons as well,
differences in the way they are put together. But you are correct in this
case. We can break out in the Employment Cost Index the part of the
index for wages and the index for benefits. The index for wages has been
rising at an annualized rate of 3.7 percent thus far this year versus the
increase for benefits of just 1.6 percent, which is quite a lot lower.

Senator Bingaman. So the index for benefit costs is rising less
than the Consumer Price Index?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.
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Senator Bingaman. So it is accurate to say that, on average, these
surveyed workers are seeing their benefits decrease as their wages
increase?

Ms. Abraham. Well, the benefits are not going down. The benefit
costs are not going down. What you can say is that what their employers
are spending on their benefits is going up less than what their employers
are spending on their wages.

Senator Bingaman. Can it also be said that spending on workers'
benefits is going up less than the Consumer Price Index?

Ms. Abraham. You can. Ken is pointing out to me that through
September the increase in the Employment Cost Index on an annualized
basis was just 1.8 percent. The CPI through September.

Senator Bingaman. So the increase in the benefits index has
increased 1.6 percent and the increase in the CPI is 1.8 percent?

Ms. Abraham. Right.

Senator Bingaman. So benefit costs have kept up with the CPI but
have not kept up with increases in wages?

Ms. Abraham. That is right. I do want to say I think that if you are
thinking about what this means for the average worker it gets a little bit
tricky. What the Employment Cost Index focuses on is employment cost,
and what you care about if you are thinking of the worker is what they
are getting.

If, for example, the stock market is doing very well, and that means
that employers do not need to make such large contributions to their
pension plans to put them on an actuarial sound basis, that would reduce
their costs. It would not necessarily reduce the benefit that the worker
was getting. Similarly, if health costs are going up less rapidly, that
would reduce employers' costs. It would not necessarily reduce the
benefit the worker is getting.

We do know there are other things going on over longer periods of
time. Copayments for health plans have gone up. That sort of thing. But
it does get complicated to look at.

Senator Bingaman. Mr. Chairman, I also want to refer to Professor
Medoff, who I know was a colleague of Commissioner Abraham. I
would like to ask you to include his Job Quality Index for the third
quarter into the record. Dr. Abraham, how does this Job Quality Index
compare to the Employment Cost Index?
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[Professor Medoff's Job Quality Index appears in the Submissions for the
Record.]

Ms. Abraham. As I understand what he is doing, he is trying to
look at a point in time at employment by industry and make some
assessment about the benefit coverage of workers in that industry, and
then, in essence, assuming that jobs in particular industries remain the
same in terms of their quality-tracking the effects of changes in the mix
of employment across industries.

Is that a fair description of what he is doing?
Mr. Rones. That is it.
Ms. Abraham. It is a somewhat cruder measure than the

Employment Cost Index would be. It is sort of a back-of-the-envelope
calculation, if you will.

Senator Bingaman. As I understand his Job Quality Index, it
indicates that the number of workers covered by health care and pensions
has fallen. Is that contrary to your understanding?

Ms. Abraham. What it indicates, I guess, I have not looked at the
most current data, Phil, I think, has those here, but if that is what the
finding that is being reported is, what it is indicating is that if within any
industry, within all the industries, the share of workers with health
coverage, pension coverage were fixed, the changes in the mix of
employment across industries have been such that they would have
tended to depress health insurance coverage, pension plan coverage.

He does not have, for putting this together-he is trying to put this
together with what he has. He does not have measures of what is actually
getting coverage. He is trying to fill in the gaps of the data that we have.

Senator Bingaman. You indicated at our earlier hearing that you
do not collect these data at this point.

Ms. Abraham. Not on a monthly or quarterly or even annual basis.
Senator Bingaman. I will stop with that, Mr. Chairman. Thank

you.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Senator. The
gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Ewing.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATiVE TOM EWING
Representative Ewing. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just one

question, and I am kind of following up on Senator Bingaman's line of
questioning.

Do the statistics show that possibly working men and women have
a little more take-home pay because benefits are rising; because their
increase in wages is not all going to additional benefits?

Ms. Abraham. Well, the facts are certainly that wage costs have
been going up somewhat faster than benefit costs. To really answer your
question, we would have to know more about how employers are
thinking about all this and what the various influences on their behavior
lead them to do, and I do not have a good answer to that.

Representative Ewing. But it could mean that there was more
take-home pay in worker's checks.

Ms. Abraham. It certainly is the case that benefit costs have been
rising more slowly than in the past and that that has held down the-

Representative Ewing. Pardon me. Thank you, Commissioner.
Something that has come up recently with some of my constituents,

and I am sure it is going to be something we will hear about nationwide,
is the effect of Kennedy-Kassebaum on insurance coverage, insurance
costs, and what some small employers may or may not do to meet these
increased costs.

Will that show up in your reports, if we have small employers
forced out of carrying health care insurance because of the new
requirements of Kennedy-Kassebaum?

Ms. Abraham. We would not, based on our data, be able to
attribute causality to any trends we might see to any particular thing. But
we do on a periodic basis collect information on the share of both
medium and large and also the share of small establishments that offer
benefits. So that is something we would be able to track.

Representative Ewing. You could, of course, tell if the amount of
coverage or people covered was going down?

Ms. Abraham. Right.
Representative Ewing. That would be in the tracking. How often

do you do that?

46-058 - 98 - 2
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Ms. Abraham. Well, we have two sources of information on
benefit coverage. The thing that we do more frequently is a supplement
to the Current Population Survey, our household survey, where we ask
people about whether they are covered by health insurance. So that is a
population measure.

We do not have a lot of information there about their employer, so
we would not be able to tell whether it was a large employer or a small
employer that they worked for. We would just know whether they got
the health benefits or not.

We also, on a generally sort of every-other-year schedule, medium
and large establishments one year, small establishments in other years,
collect information from employers. We are in the process of making a
transition from the old way we used to do that to a new way that I hope
will provide for accurate information, but there is going to be a gap in the
data that we are collecting on that. We are not doing it in 1998. We will
be collecting data again in 1999.

Representative Ewing. The chart that the staff has put up here on
the wall shows unemployment in red, the rate declining, and the CPI rate
of inflation also declining.

There has, I think, been some theories in the past that a little
inflation was good for driving the unemployment rate down. It would
appear from this chart that the falling inflation rate goes right along with
the falling unemployment rate. Would you have a comment on that?

Ms. Abraham. It is a very interesting picture.

Representative Ewing. It is a good picture; is it not?

Ms. Abraham. Well, it-

Representative Ewing. When we have inflation going down and
unemployment going down, it looks to me like that is healthy.

Ms. Abraham. It is hard to say that is not good for Americans.

Representative Ewing. But your comment is that it is an
interesting picture. Well, I think it is very interesting, also.

Representative Saxton. May I ask the gentleman to yield for just
a moment?

Representative Ewing. Be glad to yield.

Representative Saxton. There is a very important story that I think
this chart shows. You pointed out correctly that we see a trend, an
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unmistakable trend, between the inflation rate, which has gone down
steadily since 1992, and that started at a relatively high level and now is
at a relatively low level. That yellow line shows the CPI, which started
at a little more than 7 percent in 1992, has fallen steadily to something
slightly under 2.5 percent.

More than 4 percent, I am sorry. I was looking at the wrong number
there on the left-hand side of the chart. So it started at more than 4
percent and fell steadily to under 2.5 percent. Simultaneously, the rate
of unemployment, which was quite high, illustrated on the chart by the
red line, has fallen to an historic 24-year low.

So bringing down interest rates, bringing down the rate of inflation,
the corresponding fall in interest rates has, in at least a theory which I
find interesting and subscribe to, provided for more jobs for more people
and a very low unemployment rate.

The second story this tells us is also interesting. If we look at this
chart, we find that we have had something called disinflation. In other
words, lower rates of inflation on a continuing basis. D-I-S, disinflation.
This is quite different, however, than deflation, which would occur if we
got below the point in inflation which we would recognize as zero
inflation, falling prices, which would be undesirable.

So we are in that band that we all would like to think is healthy,
between zero and 2.5 percent currently, which is what we have strived for
over these years to attain. A healthy situation for job growth, a healthy
situation for economic growth, and, frankly, the Members of this
Committee have heard me say over and over again that we need to credit
our monetary policy as carried out by the Fed for this.

In fact, I will speak to this a little bit later. I do not want to take any
more of the gentleman's time, which is all used up anyway, but I wanted
to make those two points. I think they are very important.
[The chart entitled "Inflation and the Unemployment Rate" appears in
the Submissions for the Record.]

Representative Ewing. Reclaiming my time.
Representative Saxton. You are out of time, I am sorry.
Representative Ewing. Mr. Chairman, just indulge me with one

final question.
The facts and figures in your report are positive, and I know maybe

your job is not to look into the crystal ball and make predictions, but the
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trends, would you agree, appear to continue to be positive? I mean, do
we see some clouds on the horizon? Are your figures continuing to look
at a good economic situation as regards to labor and unemployment?

Ms. Abraham. I really cannot go beyond what the data for this
month show, and certainly up through this month unemployment is low
and employment growth continues fairly robust this month.

Representative Ewing. Thank you, Commissioner.

Representative Saxton. I apologize to the gentleman for taking
your time, but I thought it was important within the context of what you
said to make those two points.

Mr. Hinchey.

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE MAURICE D. HINCHEY

Representative Hinchey. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Ms. Abraham, and welcome and congratulations on your
recent reconfirmation. I understand that you are safely back in your
office now.

Ms. Abraham. Yes, thank you very much.

Representative Hinchey. We try to use these numbers to assess
where the economy might be going. One of the things that we look at is
the cost of wages, the cost of the work force to employers, as a measure
of what inflation might be in store in the future.

I was very much interested in the questions that Senator Bingaman
asked you a few moments ago. The Employment Cost Index seems to be,
because it is more comprehensive, a more accurate assessment of
employer costs than simply looking at wages. Is that a fair statement?

Ms. Abraham. Yes, I believe that is right.
Representative Hinchey. And the Employment Cost Index, if I

understood your responses to Senator Bingaman's questions correctly, is
rising but at a significantly slower rate than wages?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct. It has been going up less rapidly
than, for example, average hourly earnings.

Representative Hinchey. Pardon me?

Ms. Abraham. It has been going up less rapidly than, for example,
average hourly earnings. From our monthly survey, and if you look
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within the Employment Cost Index itself, wages are rising more rapidly
than benefits.

Representative Hinchey. So it might be wiser for us to focus more
of our attention on the Employment Cost Index than simply on hourly
wages if we are interested in trying to measure what inflation may be
occurring and what may be occurring in the future; is that a fair
statement?

Ms. Abraham. Well, it is a better indication of what is happening
to employers' costs certainly. The drawback is that we only produce it
quarterly. So it is a little bit less current than the monthly data.

Representative Hinchey. And the cost of pensions and other
benefits are rising at a slower rate?

Ms. Abraham. That is true.
Representative Hinchey. Do you have any insight into why that is

occurring; why pensions, for example, or other benefit costs, are rising
at a much slower rate than wages?

Ms. Abraham. Well, there are a number of things that may be
going on there. One thing that may be going on-and I am just looking
for the most recent figures broken out here by the type of benefits, just
to verify that, indeed, retirement plan costs are going up less rapidly than
wages, and they are.

There are a number of things that may be going on. One thing that
may be going on is changes in the kinds of pension plans that employers
offer to their employees. Pension plans typically used to be defined
benefit plans, which means that you were entitled to a certain amount of
money when you retired based on your salary and the years you had
worked. And increasingly the plans that are offered are defined
contribution plans, which means you and/or your employer put in a
certain amount of money and you get whatever that pot of money
supports when you retire. So that may be a factor in the cost.

The stock market having done so well, I think likely also is a factor,
in that if firms invest their pension assets in equities, and the stock
market does very well, then they have got more money in their pot and
actuarially do not need to make such large contributions to support the
benefits they will have to pay out. That would be my speculation about
what may be going on here.
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Representative Hinchey. It is very complex, but it would seem
that the increases in the stock market may affect the measure that is
contributing to lower inflation, if we are looking at it from the effect of
wages on inflation or labor costs on inflation.

Ms. Abraham. Right.
Representative Hinchey. In recent testimony, Chairman Green-

span and others have talked about the size of the labor pool. The number
of unemployed people in the country is something in the neighborhood
of 6.6 million at the moment. But there are other people who are not
measured in the 6.6 million officially unemployed. In other words, those
people who showed up or applied for or were not interested in
unemployment benefits in the most recent months, and they would
include people who have been discouraged from working as well as
potential workers.

What would you estimate to be the number of people in the country
who are available for work?

Ms. Abraham. Really, putting the question the way you have just
put it, I think it is almost impossible to answer.

There are some things we do measure, and I can tell you what those
data show. We do have a measure of the number of people who in
response to a survey question say they would like to work and are
available to work. There were, in October, about 4.5 million of those
people.

Representative Hinchey. Let me ask it this way: What is the
number of people who are capable of working but currently not working?

Ms. Abraham. Let me correct myself. That 4.5 million is people
who say they would like a job. They do not necessarily say they are
available to start working immediately.

Representative Hinchey. You said that was 4.5 million?
Ms. Abraham. Four point five million. But I think our experience

has been, over the past few years, that much of the growth in
employment that we have seen is coming not just out of the
unemployed-or the number of unemployed has fallen, and not just out
of this group that indicates when you ask them if they are interested in
employment, but out of people who were just out of the labor force and
not counted in either of these measures before and who, as opportunities
change and present themselves, are measured employment.
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Representative Hinchey. I want you to help us determine the
number of people who are currently not working. It is certainly a figure
much larger than 6.6 million, and if you include the number of
discouraged workers, which we understand is somewhere around
300,000-

Ms. Abraham. Right.
Representative Hinchey. -and then this larger number of potential

workers, it comes up to a figure significantly higher than 6.6 million. Do
you have any insight into that; what that number might be?

Ms. Abraham. Well, the total size of the group that is out of the
labor force is 67 million. But you do not really think all of those people
are available to work. If you just focused in on those in the age range
from 25 to 54 years old, there are about 18 million people in that age
range who are out of the labor force.

I do not know; do you have something you want to add to this, Phil?
I know you have been looking at these data.

Mr. Rones. I think it is important to note that people go directly
from a situation where had we asked them whether they wanted a job,
they would say no. That is their answer at that point, to the question
given my personal situation, given what I think is available to me in the
labor market, no, I do not want a job. Then all of a sudden the next
month they are employed. That is, something happened. An offer came
up that suddenly was acceptable to them. Their life situation changed.

We know, for example, that employment growth over the last year
was roughly 2 million. If we look at the decline in unemployment and
the decline in the group that says that they wanted a job now, that only
accounts for 1.2 million. So perhaps 40 percent of the addition to
employment came from people who gave no indication that they wanted
a job.

And I think that when people look at this concept that they say
potential labor supply, I think it is broader than these measures that
include just the unemployed and perhaps people who say that they want
and are available for work.

Representative Hinchey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Mrs. Maloney.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE CAROLYN B. MALONEY
Representative Maloney. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and con-

gratulations on your reconfirmation.

Ms. Abraham. Thank you.
Representative Maloney. This morning we received extremely

good news on the vibrant, robust economy, with the growing number of
jobs and the unemployment rate at a 24-year low.

The Dow today, the United States market, is initially reacting to the
declining equity prices in the Asian markets and to the fear that the good
news on Main Street will cause inflation and a possible lifting of interest
rates by the Federal Reserve. I certainly do not think this is the time to
tighten the United States monetary policy, and I think the Federal
Reserve policymakers understand this.

First, I would like to ask you, the unemployment rate has fallen to
4.7 percent, for women it fell even lower, to 4 percent. Is this better
employment figure a factor of women being paid lower wages?

Ms. Abraham. The group whose unemployment rate fell to 4
percent was women aged 20 and over. The rate for men 20 and over was
pretty close. It was 4.1 percent.

Representative Maloney. Would you say the tightening of the
labor market, the fact that the gap is closing between men and women,
do you think that is because there is a tighter labor market? Why is that
gap getting narrower; do you think?

Ms. Abraham. Well, that gap has been fairly narrow for quite a
long period of time. If you go back historically, when women were more
prone to come in and out of the labor market, the rate for women really
tended to be a fair bit higher than that for men. But in the recent past that
has not been, generally speaking, true. They have not been very
different.

In terms of what happened this past month, the rate for women had
been above that for men. It came down to be a tenth of a point below.
I do not think you can make too much out of just that one month's data.

Representative Maloney. Although unemployment has fallen
nationally, there are still areas in the country that are suffering from
significant high and stagnant unemployment, and one area is New York
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City, which I have the honor of representing. How do you analyze the
labor market conditions in New York City, and what is their
unemployment? Did it fall or is it still at 10 percent in New York City?

Ms. Abraham. We do not have data for this month for New York.
Do you have recent data for New York City here, Phil?

Mr. Rones. I believe I do.
Representative Maloney. Could you get it to me, then, in writing,

because we have been called for a vote, an analysis of the labor market
conditions in New York City and send it to my office?
[The response of Commissioner Abraham to Representative Maloney
appears in the Submissions fo the Record.]

Ms. Abraham. Certainly.
Representative Maloney. Before I have to leave to vote, I would

like your help in understanding a description of the labor market, which
is playing a crucial role in the formulation of monetary policy. And I am
referring to the "tightness" of the labor market, according to Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan. He calls this an important signal in
the Fed's determination of whether or not to tighten monetary policy.

The problem is that it is not clear what tightness in the labor market
means. He testified at a recent JEC hearing that the rate of growth in
unemployment over recent years has been growing so rapidly compared
to the available work force that, in his words, he said, and I quote,
"Something has to give."

Is that "something" the cost of labor? Would you like-to comment
on that?

He has paid special attention to the Employment Cost Index. He
testified in response to my question at the last hearing that he used that
index as a primary signal of future inflation. In fact, changes in the
Employment Cost Index have been relatively constant since 1994, while
the inflation rate has declined. This suggests that today there does not
seem to be much evidence that labor costs are driving inflation.

So would you like to comment on that? And in your interpretation,
what is it that has to give, that he so testified to? Something has to give.

Ms. Abraham. Well, the Chairman is certainly an avid consumer
of our data, but I would be very reluctant to speculate about what he
might have had in his head when he said that.
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Representative Maloney. Well, what do you consider to be
indications of tightness in the labor market?

Ms. Abraham. Well, clearly the kinds of things that people are
watching measures of, as you suggested, the rate of growth of
employment and what is happening to labor costs. And as we already
talked about-

Representative Maloney. Can you see excess demand for labor?

Ms. Abraham. We do not have a direct measure of that.
Conceivably, if we had information on unemployment and on job
vacancies, we could sort of get a sense about what was happening on the
supply-demand balance in the labor market. But we do not have data on
job vacancies so we have to look at these indirect measures.

Representative Maloney. If there is excess demand for labor, does
that mean higher wages, would you say? Excess demand for labor?

Ms. Abraham. I am afraid answering that question would carry me
out of my area of expertise, which is measuring what we can see is going
on.

Representative Maloney. Could you comment on the historic
trends we should look at to understand how tightness in the labor markets
affect wages and inflation?

Ms. Abraham. Boy, there is a whole literature out there on the
relationship between unemployment and the rate of wage growth and
how that translates into or does not translate into price growth, but that
is not a literature to which I have made a contribution.

Representative Maloney. Well, my time is up and we have been
called for a vote.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mrs. Maloney.

Representative Maloney. Thanks for the good news.

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, I have one more question,
which I would like to frame this way. Then Mr. Hinchey and I would
like to have a public dialogue on another issue.

On Monday, I am going to release a JEC report, titled Managing
Anticipated Budget Surpluses. This is quite historic, at least in terms of
recent times, that we have the opportunity to talk about this. And this
leads to a very, I think, important question, and let me just refer to the
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introduction of this paper, which will be available, again, middle of the
day on Monday at the JEC office.

This report says, for the first time in nearly three decades that there
is a possibility of a surplus in the budget of the Federal Government. The
economic expansion in the United States is well into its seventh year, and
there is no reason to expect this expansion to terminate any time soon.
The fertile ground for this sustained economic growth has been produced
in large part by the anti-inflationary policies of the Nation's central bank,
the Federal Reserve. The moderate growth in aggregate demand, a
positive feature of this expansion, will preclude the large increases in
interest rates.

The question is this: When Dr. Norwood was the BLS Commis-
sioner, she consistently warned into reading too much into one month's
data. You have delivered the same message as well. I just want to
emphasize this point today, because the Fed is going to meet in the next
few days, and they are going to decide through their processes what to do
with monetary policy.

I am sure that there are those who are in various markets around the
world anticipating what may happen, either this month or after the first
of the year with regard to monetary policy, and so it would be good for
us, I believe, to emphasize once again this morning that we should not
read too much into the positive news that you have brought us today.

Would you respond to that?

Ms. Abraham. I think, fortunately, Chairman Greenspan, in
particular, and the other Members of the Federal Reserve Board are really
quite sophisticated users of the data we and the other statistical agencies
produce.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much. The gentleman
from New York.

Representative Hinchey. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I want to
thank you for the regularity with which we have had these hearings, and
also Commissioner Abraham for being here and for her candid responses
to our questions, as well as her testimony. I think, Mr. Chairman, this
has been very helpful to all of us who are trying to understand where this
economy is going and what the implications are for the future.

In the past you have expressed some interest in expanding these
hearings, and I must confess you peaked my interest in that regard. And
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I would just want to encourage you to hold a broader array of hearings
which would allow others to come in who might be able to talk more
deeply about some of these economic developments and not be hindered,
in the way, of course, that Commissioner Abraham is, in terms of
interpretation and in terms of explaining them more broadly. I very much
appreciate your interest in this.

Representative Saxton. Sure. Mr. Hinchey, actually you have
written a very articulate letter in this regard. Let me just say this:
Certainly we are going home in the next few days or week or whatever
the Leadership decides, and so early next year, I would be very interested
in the issues that you relate to in terms of additional hearings.

I would like to make one caveat, however. The hearing that is held
on the first Friday of each month relative to BLS reports, I would not
want to confuse with those issues. This is a very special hearing for very
special purposes, and I would not want to, in effect, expand this hearing.
But I would rather hold a series of other hearings on other issues that we
may mutually agree are important to talk about.

Representative Hinchey. Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much.
I think that would be very helpful.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.

Commissioner, thank you very much. We are off to vote. We
suspect that if the last couple of days and the history of voting holds true
today, this vote will multiply into two or three additional votes, so we
will be gone for an hour. So thank you for coming, and we will adjourn
at this time, 10:3 8 a.m.
[Whereupon, at 10:38 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Once again it is my pleasure to welcome Commissioner Abraham
and her colleagues before the Joint Economic Committee.

The business cycle expansion that began in 1991 continues to
increase payroll employment, according to the BLS data released today.
Payroll jobs increased by 284,000 in October, bringing the total to 123
million jobs.

According to the separate household survey measure, employment
posted a gain of 179,000 in October. The unemployment rate slipped to
4.7 percent, its lowest level in 24 years. The employment-population
ratio remains at an historically high level.

In addition to the employment data, BLS also produces a variety of
statistics on prices. The Consumer Price Index, Producer Price Index,
Employment Cost Index, and other measures are closely watched BLS
price data.

For most of 1997 we have reviewed these data and found no
evidence of a real pick-up in inflation. As I have noted many times
before, economic and employment growth do not create inflation.
Inflation is a result of excessively expansionary monetary policies. These
indicators as well as others used by the JEC do not show that inflation is
emerging or in the pipeline.

Instead, in recent weeks the focus in the media has shifted to a
question of whether there is deflation-that is, an actual decline in the
price level. It is vital to keep this concept of deflation-a general decline
in prices-distinct from disinflation, a slowdown in the general increase
in prices. Gradual disinflation and stable prices are totally different from
deflation and falling prices. Deflation is undesirable, and the price data
should be closely monitored to ensure that there is no danger of emerging
deflation.

Fortunately, a careful and balanced examination of the evidence
does not show real evidence of deflation. Virtually all broad price
measures show year-over-year changes in positive territory. There is no
evidence of a sustained general decline in prices.
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In addition, according to one point of view, it would be difficult to
view the recent increases in average hourly earnings as consistent with
deflation. On the other hand, it is true that the PPI has fallen for several
months in 1997, and that the data bear careful watching.

With respect to monetary policy, it is clear that a goal of price
stability precludes either inflation or deflation. Monetary policy guided
by an inflation targeting approach to stable prices, as I favor, actually is
slightly biased against deflation. Inflation targeting means that monetary
policy aims to prevent a sustained increase or decline in the price level
reflected in general price indexes.

Given the intense interest of many in this inflation/deflation issue,
the BLS price measures will be closely scrutinized by the financial
markets for the foreseeable future.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
COMMISSIONER KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee:
Good morning. I would like to thank you for this opportunity to

comment on the employment and unemployment data that were released
this morning.

Nonfarm payroll employment grew in October, while unemploy-
ment fell. The number ofjobs as measured by our establishment survey
rose by 284,000 over the month, and the unemployment rate fell from 4.9
to 4.7 percent. Since the end of 1996, payroll job growth has averaged
239,000 a month, and the unemployment rate has fallen six-tenths of a
percentage point. Also in October, average hourly earnings of production
or nonsupervisory workers rose by 6 cents.

Employment growth was widespread, with the goods-producing
sector accounting for much of the increase. The number of jobs in
manufacturing grew by 54,000 in October, well above the 11,000 average
monthly gain that this industry had posted in the first 9 months of this
year. While many industries participated in October's rise, half the gain
occurred in just two industries-industrial machinery, which added
13,000 jobs, and transportation equipment, which reversed its prior
month's decline by adding 16,000 jobs. The electronic components
industry continued its strong growth last month, adding 5,000 jobs. So
far this year, employment in this industry has grown by 36,000.

Also in the goods-producing sector, construction added 20,000 jobs,
its largest gain since May, after showing little trend growth during the
summer. Gains among general contractors occurred in both residential
and nonresidential construction, and gains in special trades also were
broad-based.

Other industry divisions that posted stronger-than-average gains in
October included transportation and public utilities, wholesale trade, and
finance, insurance, and real estate. Transportation and public utilities
added 29,000 jobs, four times the average of the preceding 5 months.
Wholesale trade gained 22,000 jobs with the largest increase in
machinery distribution. The finance industry had an unusually large gain
(18,000), with most of the component industries benefiting. Real estate
employment grew by 4,000.
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Services and retail trade each had employment gains that were about
equal to the average monthly rise for the past year. The services industry
added 100,000 jobs in October. Of particular note was computer services,
which added 15,000 jobs, and engineering and management services,
which gained 19,000 jobs. Taken together, these two small industries,
which comprise only 4 percent of payroll employment, have accounted
for 1 in 9 of the jobs added in the past year. Health services posted again
of 26,000. Retail trade added about 37,000 jobs, with the largest
increases occurring in food stores and in miscellaneous retail
establishments.

The 6-cents-an-hour October gain in average hourly earnings of
production or nonsupervisory workers followed gains of 4 cents in
September and 7 cents in August for a total of 17 cents over the three
months. This pace of increase was somewhat more rapid than that set
earlier in the year. Average hourly earnings have increased 4.2 percent
over the year ending in October.

Turning to data from the household survey, the unemployment rate
declined to 4.7 percent. The rate had fluctuated in the range from 4.8
percent to 5.0 percent from April through September. With the exception
of the unemployment rate for adult women, which declined from 4.4
percent to 4.0 percent in October, the rates for the major worker groups
we reported on this morning were about unchanged. The 4.0 rate for adult
women in October was the lowest since January 1970.

In summary, October's employment gains were widespread and
fairly robust, and unemployment declined over the month. Average
hourly earnings have risen more rapidly since July than earlier in the
year.

Before concluding I would like to provide you with a preliminary
estimate of the effect on our total payroll employment figures of the
benchmark revision scheduled for next June. Once a year the Bureau
adjusts the payroll survey's sample-based employment estimates to
incorporate the previous year's March universe employment counts in a
process known as benchmarking. These universe employment counts are
derived principally from state unemployment insurance tax reports that
nearly all employers are required to file. By early November of each
year, we typically have completed preliminary tabulations of these
universe counts for the first quarter of the year. We routinely share our
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estimate of the anticipated size of the benchmark revision for the prior
March at the time we release our October Employment Situation report.

Preliminary tabulations for the first quarter of 1997 indicate that
there was somewhat stronger job growth than previously reported for the
12-month period ending in March 1997. Indications at this time are that
the March 1997 payroll employment estimates will be revised upward by
approximately 475,000 or four-tenths of one percent. The historical
average for benchmark revisions over the past decade has been plus or
minus 0.3 percent, with the absolute value of the revisions ranging in size
from zero to seven-tenths of one percent. Final benchmark adjustments
for March 1997 are scheduled to be formally introduced next June. In the
interim, BLS will continue to validate the UI universe counts and other
benchmark source material and to conduct detailed analysis of the
sources of the revision.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to respond to your
questions.
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TIE EMPWYMENT SITUATION: OCTOBER 1997

Nonfarm payroll employment rose, and the unemployment rate declined to 4.7 percent in October, the

Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Deparunent of Labor reported today. The number of payroll jobs

increased by 284,000; although gains occurred in many industries, there was a particularly large increase

in manufacturing.
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of persons who were unemployed, at 6.5 million, was 285.000 below September's level, and the

unemployment rare declined by 0.2 percentage point to 4.7 pecent. From April through Septemrber,

the rate had ranged from 4.8 to 5.0 percent. In October, the unemployment rate for adult women

declined from 4.4 to 4.0 percent. The rates for adult men (4.1 percent), teenagers (15.3 percent),

whites (4.1 percent). blacks (9.5 percent), and Hispanics (8.0 percent) showed little or no movement

over the month. (See tables A-i and A-2.)

Total Empoloyment and the Labor Force {Household Survey Data)

Total employment was about unchanged in October at. 129.9 million. At 63.7 percent, the proportion

of the population with jobs (the employment-population ratio) has shown little movement since March.

Over the past year, total employment has increased by 2.0 million (after adjusting for the effect of the

revised population controls introduced into the survey in January). (See table A-I .)
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Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted
(Numbher in

Quartely averages Monthly data ISept.-
Category 1997' 1997' Oct

n III I | m Aug. I Sept. | Oct. change
HOUSEHOLD DATA Labor force status

Civilian labor force............................
Employment ................................
Unemployment............................

Not in labor force..............................

All workers ......... .
Adult men...................................
Adult women.
Teenagers.
White

Black
Hispanic origgn

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment..
Goods-producing..

Construction.
Manufacturing.

Service-producing..
Retail trade.
Services.
Govermentr.

Total private.
Manufacturing.

Overtime.

Average hourly earnings,
total private.

Average weekly earnings,
to-atalrrvat. -. ...

136,157 136,413 136,480 136,467 136,361 -106
129,462 129,742 129,804 129,715 129,894 179

6,695 6,67 1 6,677 6,752 6,467 -285
66,678 66,954 66,884 67,102 67.407 305

Unemployment rates

4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.7 -0.2
4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 .0
4.4 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.0 -.4

15.9 16.5 16.4 16.7 15.3 -1.4
4.1 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.1 -.2

10.2 9.4 9.3 9.6 9.5 -.1
7.7 7.6 7.2 7.6 8.0 .4

Employment

121,854 p122,564 122,492 p12 2
,761 p123,045 p284

24,694 p24,745 24,765 p24,756 p24,827 p71
5,616 p5.633 5,637 p5,637 p5,657 p

20

18,504 p18537 18,555 p18,543 p18,597 p54
97,159 p9 7

,
8

20 97,727 p98,005 p
98

.
2
18

p213
22,045 p22,185 22,189 p22,208 p22,245 p

37

35,436 p
3
5,

7
38 35,702 p3

5,8 2
8 p35,928 pl00

19,594 p19.755 19,804 p19,743 p19,745 p2

Hours of work'

3A.'1 p3A.'8 34.6 p34.51 p34.51 p.0
42.0 p41.8| 41.8 p41.8 p42.0 p0.2

4.8 pA., 4.7 p4.7 p4.8 P.1

Earnings'

$12.19 pS12
.30 S12.31 p$12.35 p$12.41 pS0.06

420.85 P424.36 425.93 p426.08 p428.15 p2.07
'Beginning in January 1997, household data reflect revised population controls used in the survey.
' Includes other industries, not shown separately.
3 Data relate to private production or nonsupervisory workers.
p=presiminary.

w . , .... . ...................
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About 8.1 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) held more than one job in October. These

multiple jobholders comprised 6.2 percent of the total employed. (See table A-9.)

Both the civilian labor force, 136.4 million (seasonally adjusted), and the labor force participation

rate, 66.9 percent, were about unchanged from September.

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

About 1.3 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in

October. These were people who wanted and were available for work and had looked for ajob sometime

in the prior 12 months, but were not counted as unemployed because they did not search for work in the

4 weeks preceding the survey.

The number of discouraged workers-a subset of the marginally attached who were not currently

looking for jobs specifically because they believed no jobs were available for them or there were none for

which they would qualify-was 302,000 in October, little changed from a year earlier. (See table A-9.)

Industry Payroll Emplovg ent (Establishment Survey Data)

Nonfarm payroll employment rose by 284,000 in October to 123.0 million, after seasonal adjustment.

Since December 1996, payroll employment has increased by about 239,000 a month, on average. Job

gains were widespread in October and were especially large in manufacturing. (See table B-I.)

Manufacturing employment increased by 54,000 in October. Since the recent trough in September

1996, factory employment has risen by 170,000. In October, half of the increase occurred in just two

industries, industrial machinery and transportation equipment. An addition of 13,000 employees in

industrial machinery was the second large gain in 3 months. The 16,000 increase in transportation

equipment reversed the prior month's decline. Growth continued in the electronic components industry,

which has added 36,000 jobs so far this year. Employment gains also occurred over the month in food

products (6,000), fabricated metals (4,000), furniture and fixtures (3,000), printing and publishing

(3,000), and instruments (3,000).

Construction added 20,000 jobs in October, its largest increase since May. Thus far in 1997,

construction employment has increased by only 136,000, compared with 235,000 during the same

period in 1996.

Within the service-producing sector, employment in the services industry rose by 100,000 in October,

in line with the monthly average for the past year. Strong growth continued in computer services and

engineering and management services. Together, these two relatively small industries have accounted for

I in 9 payroll jobs added in the past year. Employment in health services also continued to grow in

October, with a particularly large gain in offices and clinics of medical doctors (12,000).

Employment in the transportation industry increased by 21,000 in October, with the largest gain

occurring in air transportation (9,000). Communications added 10,000 jobs, primarily in telephone

communications; where employment has grown by 35,000 over the past 12 months. Employment in

finance rose by 18,000 in October, with gains in all the component industries except savings institutions.

Security and commodity brokerages added 5,000 jobs over the month. The strong growth trend in this

industry has accelerated in recent months, as 19,000jobs have been added since June.
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Wholesale trade employment rose by 22,000 in October. Retail trade gained 37.000 jobs, about
in line with the pace of growth for the year. Retail employment growth so far in 1997 has lagged behind
that for 1996.

Government employment was virtually unchanged over the month, the result of offsetting movements
within state and local governments and a continuation of the long-term downward trend in federal
employment.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls was
unchanged in October at 34.5 hours, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek increased by 0.2
hour to 42.0 hours, and factory overtime edged up by 0.1 hour to 4.8 hours. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of private production or nonsupervisory workers on nonfarm
payrolls increased by 0.2 percent to 140.9 (1982=100), seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing index
rose by 0.8 percent to 109.0. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings of private production or nonsupervisory workers on nonfarm payrolls were
up 6 cents in October to $12.41, seasonally adjusted. This follows increases totaling II cents in the prior
2 months. Average weekly earnings rose by 0.5 percent over the month to $428.15. Over the past year,
average hourly earnings have risen by 4.2 percent and average weekly earnings by 4.5 percent. (See
table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for November 1997 is scheduled to be released on Friday, December 5, at
8:30 A.M. (EST).

Changes in Establishment-based and Household Data Series

Following usual practice, the 6-month updates to seasonal adjustment factors for the
establishment survey data will be introduced with next month's release of November data.
These factors will be used for the September 1997 through April 1998 estimates and will
be published in the December 1997 issue of Employment and Earnings. As a service to
users, these factors will be available on November 28, 1 week prior to the release of
November estimates, on the Internet (http://stats.bls.gov/ceshome.htm) or by calling
(202) 606-6521.

Effective with the release of data for December 1997 in January 1998, improvements
will be introduced into the composite estimation procedures used in the household survey.
These changes will simplify processing of the monthly labor force data at BLS and will
allow users of the survey microdata to replicate more easily the official estimates released
by BLS. In addition, there will be a slight decrease in the variance of some major
estimates, particularly employment levels and the over-the-month change in those levels.
The new procedures are expected to produce somewhat lower estimates of the civilian
labor force and employment.
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents staistics from two major surveys, the
Current Population Survey (household survey) and the Current
Employment Statistics survey (establishment survey). The household
survey provider the information on the labor force. employment, and
unemployment that appears in the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD
DATA. it is a sample survey of about 50,000 households conducted
by the Bureau of the Census for the Burenau of Labor Statistics (BLS).

The establishment survey provides the information on the
employment, hours. sod earnings of workers on nonfarm payrolls that
appears in the B tables, marked ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This
information is collected from payroll records by BLS in cooperation
with State agencies. In June 1997. the sample included about 390,000
establishments employing about 48 million people,

For both surveys, the data for a given month relate to a patticular
week or pay pernod. In the household survey, the reference week ts
generally the calendar week that contains the 12th day of the month. In
the ertablishmem1 survey, the reference period is the pay period
including the 12th, which may or may not correspond directly to the
calendar weaL

Coverage, definitions, and differences
between surveys

Household survey. The sample is selected to reflect the entire
cvilian nonistinuional population. Based on reponses to a series of
quesnom on work and job search activiti, each person 16 years and
over in a sample household is classified as employed, unemployed, or
not in the labor force.

People are classified asemployed if they did any work at all us paid
employees during the reference wek; worked in their own buinss,
profession, or on their own form; or worked without pay at least 15
hours inafamnilybusinessorfarm. Peoplearealsocountedaseemployed
if they were temporarily absent from their jobs because of illomo. bhd
weather, vacation, labor-mmnagement disputes, or personad reasons.

People are classified asarmployed ifthey meeall ofthe following
criteria: They had noemployment during the refemrce week; the were
available for work at that time; and they made specific efforts to find
employment sometime during the 4-week period ending with the
referenceweek. Pesonsaiodofffrom ajobuandexpectingrecall need
notbelookingforworktobecountedasunemployed Theunmenploymcml
data derived from the household survey in no way depend upon the
elsgibity for or receipt of unemployment insurance benefits.

The civilian lborfore is the sum of employed and unemployed
persons. Thosenotclasstifiedasemployedorunemployedamnotrinlhe
lorbforce. The -remployser re is the number unemployed s a
percent of the labor force. The labor'jbce panricpaon roe is the
labor force as a percent of the population. and the empblymee-
popaion rtio is the employed as a percent of the population.

Establihmentsurwey. Tbesampleestablishmentsaredrawnfrom
privatenonfarmbwunessesuchbasfactoties.offices.andtstores,aswdel
asFederal.State,andlocalgouvetuentetities-.Emplyeaeorlfori
payrofir oe those who received pay for soy pait of the reference pay
penod, including persons on paid leave. Persont are counted in each

job they hold. Hoa rsrandrnngts data are for pnvsxe businesses and
relate only to production workers in the goods-producing sector and
nonsupervssory workers in the service-producing sector.

Diffennnes employment eastmates. The numerous conceptual
and methodological differences between the household ond
establhsenhsurveysresultinimportantdsncionsin theemployment
eutimates derived from the surveys. Among these are:

* The household survey includes gricugtural workers, the self-
employed, unpaid fautily workers. and private household workers otnong
the employed. These groups ore excluded fron the establishment survey.

* The household survey includes people on unpaid leave among the
emnptoyed. The establishmeni survey does not.

* Thehouseboldsurveyislimitedto workers 16yemrsofage ndolde.
The estahlisument survey i not limited by oge.

* The household survey has no duplicetion of individuals, because

individuals ore counted only once, eves if they hold more than onejob. Is
the eutabbstihent survey. employees working at more thoan one job and
thus appearing On more tha non payroll would be counted separately for
each appearance.

Other diffesmnces between the two surveys are described in

-Comparing Employment Estimates from Household and Payroll
Surveys," which may be obtained from BLS upon request

Seasonal adjustment
Over the course of a year, the size of the nation's labor force and

thelewds ofnemploymentandunemploymenteundergoshtpfltuctuttons
due to such seasonal events as changes in weather, reduced or
expanded production. harvests, major holidays, and the opening asd
closingoftehools. Theeffectofsuchneasonal variationcan be vety
large; seasonal fluctuations may account for as much as 95 percent of
the month-to-month changes in unemployment.

Because then seasonal events follow a more or less regular parteco
each year, their influence on statistical tnuds can be eliminated by
adjusting the statistics from month to month. These adjusuteents make
nonseasonal developments, such us declines in economic activity or
increases in the paiticipution of women in the labor force, easier to
spot. Forexumple, the large number of youth eatering the labor force
each June is likely to obscure mny other changes that have taken plum
relative to May, making it difficult to determine if the level of
economic actvity has tnsen or declined. However, because the effect
of students finishing school in previous years is known, the statistcs
for the current year can be adjusted to allow for a comparable change.
Insofor as the seasonal adjustoent is made correctly, the adjusted
figure provides a more useful tool with which to oanlyze chunges in
economic uctivity.

In both the housethold and establishment surveys, most seasonally
adjusted series ao independently adjusted However, the adjasted
series for many major estimates, such as total payroll employment,
employment in most major industry divisions. total employment, sod
unemployment are computed by aggregating independently adjusted
component seies. For euimple, total unemployment is derived by
summing the adjusted series for four major age-sex components this
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differs from the unemployment estimate that would be obtained by
direcely asdaustng the total or by combining the duration, reasons, or
more detailed age categortes.

The numerical facron used to make the seasonal adjustments ate
recalculated twice a year. For the household survey. the factors are
calculated for tbelauary-Iune period andagain forthe Jaly-December
period. For the establishmtnt uavey, updated factors for seasonal
adjustment are calculated for the MayOctober period and introduced
along with new benchmarks, nd agatn for the November-April period.
In both srveys, reisions to historical data aem made onaye ar.

Reliability of the estimates
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys are

subject to both sampling and nonsampling error. When a sample rather
than the entire population is surveyed, there is a chance that the sample
estimates may differ from the "true populaion values they eprmesnL
The exact difference, or mpliog error. varies depending on the
particular sample selected. and this vanabilily is measured by the
standard ertor of the estimate. Ther is aboat a 90-percent chance, or
level of confidente, that an estimate based on a sample wili differ by no
more than 1.6 standard errors from the 'um" population value because
of sampling enrr. BLS analyses ae generally conducted at the 90-

* percent Ivel of confidence.
For example. the confidence imnval forthe monlthtydange in total

employment from the household survey is on the order of plus or minus
376,000. Suppose the estimate of total employment tncreases by
100,000 from one month to the nest The 90-percent confidence
interval on the monddty chamge would range from -276,000 to 476,000
(l00.DO +/- 376.000). These figures do not mean that the sample
results are offby these magniudes, but rather that there B about a 9-
percent chance that the "true" over-the-month change fies within this
intrval. Since this range includes values of less than zero, we could not
nay with confidence that employment had, in fact, increased. If,
however, the reported employmenrise was halfa mitlion. then at tof the
values within the 

9
0-percent confidence imerval would be greater than

ero. In this case, it is likely (at least a 90-percent chance) that an
employmnte rise had, in fact. occurred. The 90-percent confidetee
inerval for the monthly chad g in unemployment is +/- 258,000, and
forthe monthly chmgetnt heunemploymentrate it s +/- .21 percentage
point.

In general, esumates involving many individuals or establishments

have lower standard ernors (relatve to the size of the estimate) than
estmates which are boaed on a small number of observations. The
precisiom of esimates is altso improved when the dau ame cumulated
over time such as for quarterly and annual averages. The seasonal
adjustment process can also impmrove the stability of the monthly

estimates.

The household and establishment surveys ame also affected by
so-srrprltig errr. Nonsamplig errors can occur for many reasmons,

including he faitrle tosampleasegmetof dte popmution, stabiity to
obtain informaton for all rspondens in the sample, inabitity or
anwilniopwssofrespondentstoprovtdecorsec infobadonaonmadmely
basis. misutakes made by respondems, and erros made in the collection
or processing of the data.

For enample. in the establishment urvy, estimates for the most
recent 2 months ae based on subsutandly incomplete returos: for this
reason, there estmates ae labeled prelmmatry m the tables. It is only
after two successive revisions to a monthly estimate, when nearly all
sample reports have been reccived. that the esumate isconsidered final.

Another major soure of nonsampling error in the establishment
survey is the mability to capture, on a timely basis, employment

generated by new finms. To correct for this systematic underesdmason
of employment growth (and other sources of error). a process known as
bins adjustment is included in the surveys estimadng procedures.
whereby a specified number of jobs is added to the monthly sample-
basd change. The sie of the monddy bias adjustment is based largely
on past relationships between the sample-based estimates
of employmera and the total counts of employment described below.

The sample-based estamates from the establishmem survey ae
adjusted unce a year (on a lagged basis) to universe counts of payroll
enploymentobtajned from adtmimstmraverecords ofthetunemployment
inurance program. The difference between the March sample-based
employmeot estimates and the March umverxe counts is known as
beochmark revtion, and serve as a rough prosy for total survey err.
The new benchmaths also incorporate changes in the classificason of
induasties. Over the past decade, the benchmark revision for total
nonfarm employment has avemged 0.2 percet, nmgtng from mu to
0.6 percen.

Additional statistics and other information
Mnre comprehensive statistics ae contained in Erployeter and

Earnirgs, pubished each mouh by BLS. IIis avaiIable forSI3.00 pcr
issue or $35.00 per year from the U.S. Governmet PrFntung Office,
Washington,DC 20402. Ail orders must beprepaidbysendingacheck

or money order payable to the Superintendent of Documents, or by
charging to Mautercard or Visa,

E rploynesor and Eunrsigs also provider measures of sampling
err for the household survey data published in this release. For
unemploynem and otherlabor force categoins. them measumes appear
intables I-B thronugh I-H oftis Esplnastory Notes." Measures ofthe
reliability of the data drawn from the establishment survey and the
actual amounts of revision due to benchmark adjustments ae prowded
in tables 2-B theough 2-4 of that pubicatdon.

Informason in this release will be made available to sensory
impaured indivtdmawl upon request. Voice phone: 202-606-STAT:
TDD phone: 202-606-5897: TD2D message referral phone:
1400-326-2577.
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1.400611 s61,,.. ... - ....... 517.7 560.0 5425 542.8 529 637 539 550 552 991

Aos.r O4M 9996S4 9 1,4237 138272 1,941.7 92517. 1.478 1.5631 1276 I.9 = 1 20 1.59H4901s.7~~ -. .. ~~ ...... - 9,5393 9.7344 971939 97579 9S32 9873 9957 9.712 9.731 9.757
019514. dk*M 1619 .115099 GM=1 1.964A 1.7524 1.7656 1.79325 1.99 1.740 1.745 1.745 1.752 1.764N.%hV W pwo.1sa'3f4k6,. .. .... 1.743.7 1.77130 1764.1 1.795,4 1.742 1.701 7172 1.75 1.73 1.765

H--PftW- ~~~3.9391 3.8999239592 3.895.5 3.199 3590 23,77 3954 3991 3AW
H-. h-M -o u~~712 9933 9972 69EA 670 492 as5 55 996 699

1609 6"" .M.z 93125 9643 95423 95992 939 903 957 997 993 993944a9.59 959.-.- 2.19584 1300.4 2.0492 22433 2.035 2274 2.969 2.094 2.99 2.19
90614955,99 .-. .... .. ..... . -... 2.429,1 2,45539 2,4992 22163 2.422 2.474 2.494 Z.467 2.59 2.511

...... ............. 5622 5472 9990 6102 579 990 594 am00 9 596
6.49.,999. ........ ..... .... 676-2 70992 754.1 798A 679 GO 702 703 708 711

9449911 .......... 9 4.9 8953 9023 as Be so 99 99 99'."7b4416o-1090., .. 179.0 2.2442 2.199 2.199.1 2.189 2.39 2.9 2299 2.204 2.208
9Er55r44944 and 9 .l1.s So*99.. 2.870.7 3.04023 3AM.0 324443 2.99 2.9 3.010 3.037 3256 3.09E1910419651Go44a95t951, $99. 50.5 89552 899.5 093.0 949 677 We6 91 883 991

N14119.1s61.4P.954994la m....... O 99 9673.0 967.0 6762 992 950 959 999 999 973
9444519979.......... -~ ....... 4938 49.2 49.7 4Se (1) (1) (1) (I) (1) (1)

Gooaoos~~~~~s ....~~~~~. 19i.773 19.50 19,495 2D251 19.499 19059 19.719 19.95 19.743 19.745
540.1 Z.716 2.70 2959 2A 2.799 2.94 2.09 2890 2.69 2997

F40.19 .oeI PO~W569wIoe . ...-. 189.193 1.901.7 1.9,39 1.9193 1.97 1343 13A39 1.93 1933 1.92
956 .. ........... ..... . ..... ..... 4732 4.411 48613 4.785 48198 4,840 48971 4.9654 4.676 4.991

Ed..t .. ..~ . ...... 0902 1367436 1.96 2.0.67 1322 1950 I.972 1951 1374 1.955
05141 0956 99.1519 ... 2.922.73840 .7999 2.6972 2.69 2.990 0.99 2.703 2.702 2.711

144 ... 123234 11295 12.193 122577 12.139 12205S 12.39 12.450 12277 2.392
5469d 4 ... ..t..... .. 7.052.0 5.793.1 6.79420 722333 6.767 GM0 06.94 725= .7 .9
00w b-I906 OM16 .... U. . 22 5.999, 52997 52053.2 5.24 5.403, 5.405, 2.43 M.99 2.3

I This 5 _ i 1X Dohad s7W16190 44.ut bau ft 2 lOXI, OM. kg-in=. 991744Wa

911144 U99-M96. =5959 s9p6ate .101 $1059670 pw99.
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6SABUSIWNDATA ESTA35.HMCI ATA

T S.3. A.......W Io.. .~o .n m3S, .p.1 N by9~

I Noi .Sw3.- _ 0 -y 4w.4 _

M&-" M AM... rW
TOW PftM. 3435 35.0 34.7 3436 34.A 3436 34.4 343 34.5 34.5

Go40.W~o.k..kV 41.5 41.5 41.0 413 41.1 41.1 41.3 41.1 41.3 41.3

M64bV 4539 4538 45. 45.3 42.4 45.4 45.4 455 44A 443

Co10.M l - 303 35.7 4030 308 3039 30.7 30.0 303 303 30.7

M1MlWW6,Vl 412 42.0 42.4 42.2 41.7 4138 4130 4138 4138 42.0
O-t1.l.. h- 4.7 439 5.2 50. 4.0 43 4.7 4.7 4.7 438

Dumble gf ...... ......... ........... 42.7 42.7 4332 43.0 42.4 4236 4236 42.7 4238 4238
026,1ll eh6 .... ~439 52 0.5 53 4.1 0.0 503 0.0 0.0 0.1

L6*1,06*4 -W.X&25. . 41.4 41.3 41A 414 4038 41.0 41.1 403 403 41.0
Fu.455,..*41 .0,1 ..4 .......... .... . 4032 40.5 41.1 403 303 239 4030 4030 40.3 3038
See1.. C16Y. W 0- 412.0 ..... ~ 443 4238 443 433 43.3 423 43.1 4330 4332 43.1

ft0.17 -W14 645102S "A44 4.7 453 401 44A 44.7 444 4.03 4439 45.1
Mat t.-6*4 Wd bes 6*" 51o41 44.4 443 40.1 45.1 443 443 442 403 4439 40.0

F26*.OI. N fl163 51 0..............42.7 42.5 43.0 4238 423 42A 42.4 42.3 42.3 42.4
11400066al- 1*7.5.-y 1*65.. 423 43.1 4338 43.4 43.0 433 43.4 42.4 4336 43.5
B.20.n.410W dW 0I ll6*1W41.7 41.7 4232 4232 41.5 42.0 4233 41.7 41.7 4232
Tr-w6*6*00l .oj-ur ... 44 443 44A 443 443 4432 43.7 443 43.7 44.

N11.'3h4.145 VWd *W~ . ...... ... 4530 44.7 "43 45.1 443 443 43 44.7 4339 45.1
113055 a6*4 Wed PM16 -------0-- 41.7 42.1 42.1 4230 4138 4138 41.7 42.3 42.0 42.1

WWWW6l41l6$4Altll 4032 40.3 4038 4039 3903 40.1 40.4 4032 40.3 40.3

-.U~~d .. ............... 403 4039 41.4 412 403 4036 40A 40.7 40A 403
0261006h2 4.4 43 439 43 4.1 4.1 4.3 432 4.3 4.4

Food NO I P6400 ....... ... .- 41.7. 41.7 4232 412 41.1 4039 41.1 4130 4130 413

Td- PM ....- ....................... 412 373 301 0930 3038 3736 30.1 37.5 37.7 36.0
TONS P~41.1 4136 42.0 4135 4053 4132 41.3 4132 413 41.4
Apa O d ouep*3735 37.4 273. 37A 37.3 37A 3639 37.1 37.3 3732
P.P. W*1.16 a 10040$ 433 43.4 4430 4338 43A 43A 4335 434 433 4338
P-ft 0 P* St

................ 304 20 3032 30. 3032 303 3804 SU. 38.7 30.6
0lWftmb W WW p5000* .... 433 4330 4335 4336 43.1 43.1 4330 43.3 4323 4338
P041.lemw41cidp0043------- ..... 433 43.0 4332 4330 (22 (22 (2) (2) (M (22
Rubbe, 00l vo-pings p,,00.-....... 413 41.7 4139 41A 4135 4135 41.7 41.7 414 413
Let.&, otsp m3.03 30.4 300D 37A 30. 30.1 304 303 3035 373

S~~~2690A45l0 ~~~~~~~~~ 323 33.3 322 32.7 3236 3233 32.7 323 3227 32.7

TIUr.po66*11m&145dpu001156......- 39.7 4035 303 39A 393 303 3.03 40.1 30.1 30.3

WVIISaMI164S 303 30.0 31.4 30. 30.2 303 30L3 30.4 303 304

ROO 6raf 2V~...~... 30 93.7 2903 261 303 30 303 20.1 283 303

Frew.wc .Il0 6*rd m.l.seem . 20. 36. 35A 253 (22 (22 (22 (22 (2) (2

-S...M 3224 3239 3235 3223 (22 (2 (22 (22 (22 (2)

1 DM .aM. 10 pl0' -rkal in 116r6* 6*100o I9

me161056* NW4 5*36 ad-; Wwt2a. ard 162 06401 6*60 5560041 26l.511 - h6h S1 MM 1l "1W0.0106 05nd.6(46NW

q4ppcE6304y k4af0t1 c4 the ID& 6*1lbymi m* 5*41.1 o56km1
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ESTABUS3fNT DATA ESTDIASU56WT DATA

T7.1t -3. A-.w F104y - 11I oW l p.6d 8 "a r r _ _l cn - I I by kz y

A¶~8. 1417 alerr Aw1 was@7T
rC 0 60C. Au. Sel I .

I INS I *0?7 197D I w 199 I 93 1w7 IN?

Ca n-40 0s1 o

.6. gl _ = _

F.mwe4 na06 01mm.

SOW._.._.____.___

.__.__ n__ 8.

E81.l411 60k 1s,0a ql lln

Mm6 1.Ndo am0~wn
No6¶w1 146160l56

kbodr r -r -ir .__----

NO.&45. go."
FTow. ry., Wm= va-.-

FM. rr. PVW=--
bfk Bd~t f ... .. ... ..._.....

Ch-rneW M r0 P Ck= .... .. ......

POWa rnO __.d._...

LWruOW ,d rd _._._..

Fre .n rr ...... . .. _.__.. ...

Tr"2. v ------ __---- -
Fh ph6 .1...... _._ .1_._ _.665

a h . . ........... . .......

Fh60 -un rf a r Bons.o

Wdb r _-06..-- -- '

Fh, 8~6 -ne las r"r06.__._.

$11.61
. 191

13,62

15ffi4

.15.75

12.83

1342
10.56
1029
121
I5.09

12.55
13.70
12.33
1725
17.73
1327

12.00
11.16
17.73
8.73
e3.0

14.74
12.81

1152

6.71

11.37

14.49

6.12

¶2.07
¶156

$I221
I2.31

13.6

10.64

¶3.15

13.71
10.56

1321
1.17
z,7s

¶2.79
1402
13.75
1747

1352

I9.78
10.01I6.76

3.07
16.57

19.57
8.7

11e2

13.47

S.29

13s

12.12

812.30
sI233

14.07

16.23

e627

1324

13.81
10.67
10.71
1356
1525
13.56

14.15
12.6
17562

13867

IOAS

IOJI

113.7
10.60

8324
15.16
¶3.21
1656
5656

667

1156

13.05

13.52

3.44

127

812.43
1241

14.10

1I.16

1325

1356

IOF£
1331
I5.33
16.34

¶4.18
12.61

£, 3

135

lamI
¶2.41
11.47

.74
10568
S~s

1521
13,16

9.09

Ies7

56.30

1156
SAS8909

1356

12,42

1 64.10561.¶1.10t686-2. 
II .pS10l1.wy.

841226
40970

55523

7132.

$42725

42556

57.34

7n5ee

845656

n.403

7567.^

8430.06
425.16

m5w6

732.a5

62563 I 3.77 I soM 6 45.46

537.0

57ao3
437.18
414.28

¶65924
670.0

53056
067.73
614.16
762As

420,8S

465.37
730.48

30153
642.66

703.30
6435 I
46925
339 P8

37056

675.35

233,04

450.48

3eMo

552.30

560,42
446.06

676.10

60456
5315

77356
706.34mIs

425s7

04.30
47967

74756
416.42
307560

504.00
712.01
esss7
45647
340.61

3s86.5

67.s0

016.60

246.21

461.4

3m8.75

06153

~568
440.16
066.30

564.43

616.77
543.11

S5133

485.72
I04AS
423.72

a"as

13.5

,17e3
722S7
e7s.10
467.72
373.74

519 17

23.76

31356

487.10

487.72

55656

067.27
44.656
434.01
064.31

567.13
srs

564456

434.77

51129

480,59

418.32
314
eee20
611 .77
728.81
872.50

34401i

SMIS

24352
4Bz27

464.37

40j56

P . pml,d7I Sn O1 1. MUS~ SBZ
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ESTASL8HUENT OATA ESTASLEJ5NT DATA

Tabl -4. A~pm hw Iy e a d pr l,- n _ U cnWU kl aa payronllD lllsp a by

Inmisty Oct AM9 bAdy Aug. Sept. Oc. d%

1S36 19S7 1987 1987 1987P 1937P 0598Sept 1997-

Total pvow1:
Cw¶,mK¶ars ~ .... n121 12.$13 61224 $1231 61235 $12,41 0.5

C41ISWII (1982) Woli _ . . ..... .... . __ ._ 7,42 7.54 7.3 7.5 756 NA (3)

GuWds-proukdng .. . 13.57 12.86 13.8 13.84 13.9 14.0 b6

mrv ........ . ............ .. 1527 1.12 16.10 1 S 1 16.30 .6

CorSLnu .. ...... 150 15.98 15.66 1.03 16.10 16.13 .2

l~,ut981Whd1D.--........ 12.6 12.12 13.11 13.20 1¶322 13.25 1.0

65c~u9819 O56115109, .........aJ 1221 12.42 12A1 12.50 12.50 12. 1 .0

S.0i0S-p10dl~~~16......... ~ 1I.35 11.66 11.70 11.77 1 1.81 11.85 .3

Tm¶1spoflflfl61 W itifiI
4
@s 14,43 14.85 14285 15.01 '4la6 14.86 .0

veleae rde............... 12.93 13.42 13.28 12.54 13.52 13.53 .1

ReuI trad. . . .10 6.2 8.2 6.06 6.42 II,4 .2
Fftrx*. W118619. £114W 614

8186 . ...... 12.8 12. 12.O 13,48 13A46 13.98 1.0

Sevie. ...... ..... ............... 11.81 12.20 1226 12.33 12.26 12.42 A5

I Saob098o0 11. Web 8-2. S67.b1 r 1S97. the WIes m01h avalbSle

2 Th C.81X,6 prim. ldau for UMes Wage uwnam D by wulsw to660601M1 lotl we6pod at

wd Cbwll Wor ns (CPPW) b used to de.0ats ¶lus N A.tec. rmendor.4all.

&Chn. w .0 pw1M 0Ir8 Augut l17 ID P . p irr
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ESTAUSHWEN DATA ESTABUSHM9UET DATA

Th.9abl && 4... .4f9omegas wissiy h.:@ po.lo onhurv.o.ywq
1
io,,,vot Iow Pm by km%="a

(1982-100)

WLWY 01 $gsnaly acquittd F] 0 e650811 adlusto __

__________________ 1667 19676 1697P 1666 11997 J1997 [ U Ia~ = Iu

Totl pip~me .......... 1i398 1438 142.7 142.7 1372 14086 140.2 140.8 14086 140.9

GOOds-pCIUC..ng ............................. 114.8 116.7 117.7 118.9 111.4 112 7 112.9 113.0 113.2 113.9

Wurng ........... ........................... 86.5 57.7 57A4 57.0 55.2 5. 56.3 S 56.2 55.7 55.7

Conosotruon . ........... .............-..... ........ 162.5 169.1 1689. 168. 149.4 152.9 154.1 152.9 154A 153.7

Manufactudrin...
. ............... ......... 10683 106.3 11085 110.1 1068. 1078 107.8 106.1 106.1 106.0

Durable god ......... .............-.. 110. ... l.2 11232 113.5 113.4 109.2 111.5 111.1 112.0 111.7 112.8
Lumerand 6 Wp04d55s .......... 143.5 146A 147.1 148. 139.4 142.2 142.3 141 Z 14189 142.4
Fumiture and 5oxure . ......... .. ....... 126.3 126.1 130.7 130.5 12358 126.7 127.3 126.7 12680 12783
Ston.. cly, aridginssprodcj..n..........114.7 114A 1158 114.3 110.7 106.7 110.0 109.7 1 096 110.2
P0rnary metW iur 401................. . 6928 9483 658 6585 S 92 64.0 93.2 SU. 948 96.7

Slut lurrIMO1 Iid basic steel products 728S 73.1 73.7 7386 7289 72.3 72.0 73.4 73A 73.9Fabricat@4ed ndprodu4sc....s..........1168l 117.7 116.5 119.1 11489 1168 116.5 117.2 117.1 117.8
lrOAuW ralold~nwy a 1dooluirn o ..... 0..i38 1078 106.4 1068 10486 106.1 156.5 1 08. 10968 110.5
EI63rflo arid othereecrcal eJquipmwr 106.2 10685 110.1 11058 107.5 1068. 106.1 1068 106.8 110.7
Tras50olatst ion onI 12386 1268 126.4 13082 123.1 126.2 125.7 126.7 127.1 130.7

Molorv1h404OS.4equipmrn ........... 16389 166.2 16789 169.0 162.7 16586 163.1 166.1 164.0 166.6
filSrtuumemo and roated prodcs ..l.........75.3 75.5 75.7 7585 75.4 75.2 75.1 75.8 70.4 75.6
l6i5colaleousrwruadaturng............. 1 4.6 103.2 15485 105.1 101.5 102.3 103.4 10285 10280 10186

Norduable goods . . 10. ................ i5.8 105.4 1068 105.4 10380 103.4 103.1 1028 103.2 103.8
Food anld khred prod ......... ........1208 12358 12583 121.8 115.7 115.8 11586 114.11 115.4. 116.7
TObacco Prdol. ..................... 71.4 568 6589 67.8 63.1 678O 67.2 5786 678 60.2
Textile mlprod141 ..................0..... 6g98 66.1 68. 688. 089 682 66.5 0786 698 688.
Apparaland odw tstale prc66uts ............... 778 7286 73.0 73.0 76.0 7382 72.0 71.7 7186 7183
Paper ant[ alled prgducls ............... 11082 10.68 11180 110.1 1 0.4 10968 106.0 1068. 10680 110.0
Prmu ndpubtishing............. .. 124.1 12568 126A 12682 12358 126.2 125A4 1248 12568 12508
Chleirscalsand48alid pr0 ..... .. ...... 100.5 100.1 101.8 101.7 100.4 69.7 66.3 162.1 1558 152.4
PelsMCIMn, ar14 Cooalt~Ut p o..............7786 768 7683 75.7 7580 7482 73.5 748 7482 72.2Rubber as1 ftsc. pslastis, products......... 14485 14582 14686 14685 143.4 14482 1448 14489 144A 14586
I-Sa0er aIdlowler producs . ................ 438g 4085 40.7 4080 42.7 4180 40.7 39.7 2968 268

SOMMO-~PrOuCILCV9............................~..... 14985 156.1 1038 1648 146.7 152.1 1528 1538 15289 163.1

Travislirtation and putlicutlites . 1068 126.1 13286 132.3 1268 13183 12968 12E8 1268 13089

Wholesale trde...................... ... 12485 12785 127.1 127.7 155.7 1268 12680 12685 1268. 12688

Realltaslse ................ . ... 135.5 143.8 1398 13983 1358 13868 138.2 126.7 138A 12682

Finarice, irbrance. aidree1.waste .......... 124A 1308 1272 126.0 155.8 13085 127A 129.4 12685 127.1

Seyrvces................... ......... ... ....... 179.7 1688. 16585 18688 17682 1648 194.4 16489 1948 16486

P . prou"Ouwy.' Ses low to 1. table B-2.
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EWAUSH_ DATA

TSW" DMlMlh_, _ -d% _d_

(PO _M

1- P4.U.lUbm W� 25606636166'

0~ 14m66 :
0-9 NM:-

1596 _--

o~ 3h= MmI:
1993
1994 _
1995 _

1996.._._
1g97 ...... . . . *...

19_7

1564

1567 -_

I994 __._

1996__ _

'997 ..-. .-.

196.

1563_..__.

Omr 3~w qn:
1993_ _
1 994 _ _

s99_--
1996_.___
17 .... -.............

1564 ==

1993 -. - -_

o_129b

'994-

1 7565 .- _

1567 ._

56.7
572
62.4

64 .7

653
65A4
6222

6426

771
So6
622
672

642
702
MA635
67A

522
SSJ6
542
45.7
540

61.6
59.7
47s2
532

652
622

532

562
572
46.0
3954

6120
61.6
62.1
643

59.1

eae

622
642a"

562

614
s2J

646
632

71e
62A4
64.7
S!2

59.0
56.1
543
504

64.7
50.4
472
51.4

562
S2u

482
41
532

SSC
442
42A
472

4se
67.1
54J
621
59.0

622

75.4
56.7

62B
642

643
662
56.1
63J
642

64.5
71.
62.
62.
7662

4sJ
6024
442

47.6
522

54.0
622
472
42.1
50.7

5se
a2"

410
50.4

55A
622O
46.5
392

P52.5

57.
64.5ass
54.9
61.1

56.6

66.7
532
612
mee

64.3
70.9

a6.

646

65.4
7126
a33
629

Pcs.9

442

51.4
g.2

s2s

4 2
56.7

402

asz52.5

622
362

3ae
3e.1
423

SOJ

472
ss2Ps, 4

612
67.7
462
e2"
57.4

622
67.1
s42

2.1
5.7

70,
561L

642

672
71
61.7
64.7

562
632

6S255.7

632
670
52.4
83.1
56.7

6es
GO2
56.1
612

Pe",

6726
712
612
642

IWiftgf tpqn5153gwd2_16

322
622

42.1
622
51A

4sc
572
424
432
462

51e

392

42

sae
412
42.4

46.4562

422
522452

542

562
| 45.0

462

572
5625

p562

ISCJ

63.3

114a

572

141.7
452

NtAEUN- NATA

61.7 I 56

672 I572
s6.1 a,.o

s647 6 6.

62s

54.1
ass
562

6.1
57.6
62.6
56.1

56.7

076.6

71.5
56.7
6620

562
S2e

567

es.7
5628
ssea

642
ORA

ar56.6

67.
72.1
622
a21

549622

05.6

664sSo e

Pcze

ss.2

622
657

67 I 6 .4 I 6 2
6a.4 6. a2
MA1 e612 Va
642 42 A.4

61.1

66.7

622
61.4
57.
544

64.762.7
56 .7

622

Pae6622

702
75.1
622
62A

572
s22
47.1442
7542

572
550
462
50.4

P54 .7

572

as
462

701
65.0
6223
SLO

471 I 5.7
492 1 522

512
55.1
522
s2s
452

SBB

43.S
432

572
5 62
562662

042

422

442
512

51.

S2

4scP6256e.7
562

aS
3"

472
I 572

I562
66.94

1562
I a2

S2u
5.50

657J

56.4

4664
464

561.7
asg
57.4
aJ2

59.0 612
6 .Ij 572

SU 21422
40.3 a3s

661
5.4

464

572

5062
47.1

I Boo .. gmd7 &$,UW -og k..I 3-. NW 6.71151 OW? N60E6 Flgw~ glm 6.661 Wawa46 - Wm a Om
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Octobr 17, 1997. 202/632-800

JOB QUALT LAGS WHILE ECONO BOOM
rob Qual0 bxdccShow Tha Empleyu t Gas

Are Not TrmslahegLao Wuupmd Cospuafto Giu

WAS SNUrN. DC - mm C ONadOM1 PoLYs Jab Qzalaf ON f Tt thd qna=
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mmploymi rae bW S p e9 avae relabhave ed asfstf~at ughots
ecc o Me-ve, fo a fmor jobs m povidingbai healt aod penon caveragp.

The Cenrs JW, deeped by uvaud labor -ct -m. -dfd tsca the economy-wide
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than te old jobs of the 198f. In Wdlz n Medoff saide now jobs we.1 likcly to oh rmhdr
helth orpcso bei The C daft for 1996 e& dthtnwjobs with lowar pay nd no
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C a t e r f o r H a t I a a a I P o I c y

FOR IMMEDIAIE RELEASE CONTAC: AMY GALGCON
ocroEa 28 917 202/632-1800

Warning Signs: Weak Consumer Fundamentals
Could Make a Post-Crash Slowdown More Likely

Job Qualky Indcc Shorw Pay and BReift Bdow 1989 Level

WASEENGTON - While today's Employment Cost Index (ECI) report, released quarterly by the
federal Bureau of lsborStiscs, shows a modest real wage gain flrAmcican worke (0.8 percent),
the bigger story is ta yetcdys stock markt phmge is one of several warning sigeals that the
current U.S. econcmic eansion may be the fint in history to and widhout boosting toss1
compensaton for the majodty ofworkers. Ifa5, asy economic slowdown could become more severe
because of a lack of prohasing power among U.S. consumers who are already carrying record debt.

CNP'sJob Qu yd forthe third quazr shows tat te ecm's chgin job mixis leaving
workers less wel off; on average, than in 1989 because of lowed wage stagnation and a steady.
erosion in
employer-paid
health and JOI: Components of Compensationbenefitcoverage.
Real wages and Due to Changes in Job Mix (1985 - 1997)
to e d i a n Ioo-
household I d
incomes remain
below 1989

Meanwhile.
Americans are
spending a

-record IS i
percent of their
disposable ess I p lsCa2 I, I is Ie

i p gs MsaI 19ia I99 1993 1sa SePt *gsinterest cr. S5.4 ..Y'.
trillion in
p debt
Census data On retail sales shows consunermomenuun is slowing, while manufacing capacity is
rising at the fastest pace in 2S years

- more -

Cvdtfia..at.Dmlf&ay
O.aMsenhss vmw. NAW: Sdt 333 *WageDC2 OOOI * Phane (202)682-1800Jfae R2O22-18.18
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At a CNP policy last Wednesday. Labor Sereteary Robt Reich warned the a nmber
of ecoo signals a flashing a w ng sin hthc U.S. m be ai g or a slowdownthat
could r~e widespead eCOomic 2ime and drag dawn consuer conidenc. Athough Reich,

a CNP National Fellow and profssoi at Brades Univeaity, did not predict a esi he noted
tiltthecombiofgfoveov-capacity, ding i I UXIS, Asiax crry j4~o and d

kves of U.S. caner debt could combum to thaw te economy offtrack -especially if the Feda
Resve rsponds to ti ing U.S. labor miarkets with another pre-emptive interest rate bEke

An ecom slowdown or oihi eson could wipe out the very recant and gradual wage gun
,r have noverae Idt mdian finily incoms - the income of ies hal&ly up the e

ladder - 23 pesacut (or 0) below 19S9 levels (the peak ofthe last business cye) according to
COI BaC
income dat fbr
1996. Although
record job JQI: Trends in Total Compensation
creation has
shed the Due to Changee In Job MWx (1985 - 1997)

unemployment
nate below 5* _ * -

wae have

throughout this

A slowdown i
would be
particularyhard so ewwwT
o n the bme em I iee lee9! s g1ss4 !le I

ployd and 7Ns leaN Ie" 1se1 1se lee st le7

0n put-ime and ywlfnrdb
contingent

forpemaent jobI. a ott ofl puceni increase in inaupboyment re the loss of

130,000 jobs - and a peanant los of prodction and i for economy.

ini tnd e _ degulion rapid tecinologicl si , and moe fible labor

aelkia ane all citd in plg this decades nea-record-long eapasion with its combination of
contioned low uapayment and, ow mato Ro is it posible ta the natidon cod c
fndmentals we td bet in a genrion but 60 paeunt of the population is baredy benefiting?

According to Elrvard eist JI Medoft£ the CNP National Fellow who dev e COPs Job

QIU', ilde JQJ), a oig part of thie awer lies in thle cdagin of jobs by occupaton and

indsU. VJQlds sho te U.S. ecooy is usig milosof new jobs that pay, on aveae
soeat l1s thaix the oldtjobs of the 1980r,- Medoff cnludted in releig th dtir quiter JQt.

TceJ~ltrakshw the hngng dsibdn ofiobsaros te ecoy by occpaion andindy
i mp~ te qualtyofcopmtin forw o on avrge ncn, the govnmn'; ECI (also
releae quattad), m~e cane in the agegate cost of labor _opmlil by asmen that
the job miX by o ecpfo and inday has not changed mie th 1990 coneSs.

-mere-
Cue Men=eseW Aiee. NV i af.Wnh gsir.. 2000 wPnamy. by262. 0 ocpatinan industry18

E-.I cplaerm~en~f fawetanepg. o #mmes. In contrast & th e iMUM's EI(as
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What aggravates thisunds tat h nw jobs ale and baa likey to ofr eit heralt coveage
orr _..fir beneft. as the bar chart above shows "T'erhometrend in employee cmpensaion
is very troubling," Madoff said. Employer-paid health isezne and pension beneft are steadily
crodfin VWhat we arm seeing is the conti epl t of mostly umionized msufacturing jobs.
which paid solid wages nd benefits, with non-anion scrvice sectorjobs. which on average a fr less
likely to offer a living wage or basic benfit pWtecon.'

One conributing caus to what Reich has called 'down-waging and "down-betnftine is the
pratic ofreclasiJ g Iower-sklled Wo= int aontngmt == with lower pay and few, if ay,
benefits. At CNP's forum last wec, Reich debated t issue with Mitchell Fromstein. the Chahitan
and CEO of Manpower, Inc. Reich m s tat companies incangly cut short-term costs by
reorgamzg fLI-time work in pat-time. mtporay and contranctal jobs that am both less secure
and less well compenated.

Nealy 30 percent ofthe U.S. workf crtly is employed in "otanda work aragemetS.
Wbile a majority of part-s and independent nomactoua prefer nonaditionl employment and
are weUl compensated most coningent" workers - including most of the nation's two million
Ntmpand two million 'on-call" worders - would prefer traditional employment relationships.
TImps have the lowest rates of health coverage and cam only 60 pereent of what fll-ncme workers
eon average, according to a r t dsty by the Eo i Policy Institute. The EPI study, based
on C-S data, foumd that 5S percent ofnoanstzaard w as e in the lowest qualityjobs and sof
substantial pay and benefit penalties compared to workers n tmaditional jobs with similar
qualifications.

Whether or not the emerging "New Economy' r as optimista claim, a golden age ofsteady
growtthwitUtxlatio- maydependoiwhcdieUS. canfindawytocanvcta te gmwth
into a more broadly-shared prosperity Ihe current glut in global production capacity is begimlg
to suggest that defatho my be a peaer in late tret to die US. economy than inflation - and
that faster wage gowthl and increased purchasing power -on the mass of Americans may be
essential to keep the good times rlin, just as it did in the 1950s and 1960.

JQI: Index Values for Components of Compensation and Total Employment

Zoig"U TO CGU A& WS &%.9 AM e n TO Jobs
19S5 tCO.CO IXo.o 100.00 100.00 100.00
1990 99.11 99.41 98.90 9s.46 112.34
1995 98.67 9923 97.87 9692 12034
1996 9879 99.43 97 73 9662 122.72
Match 1997 99.14 99.1 97.79 9.60 124.60
lea, 98.94 99.9 97.68 96.44 125.33
Svmcbe 98.90 99.60 97.68 96.47 125.99

OM1 tM a emn Aves& NWJ Sht 3J3 IW* DCZD0O, -Pe (20ZJ)d2-IM = 20aZ)68Z-I818
S- dk acp .d -fat H_ e : lpq e-x
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U. S. Department of Labor Commissioner for
Bureau of Labor Statstics
Washington, D.C. 20212 x

DEC 1 9 A7

Honorable James Saxton
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Saxton:

At the November 7 hearing of the Joint Economic Committee you
requested further information on the payroll employment gains
in the construction and manufacturing industries. I have
enclosed a table that provides that information.

You also asked about the proportion of recent employment
growth that was in service-producing industries. For the
12-month period ending in November, service-producing
industries accounted for 87.5 percent of total payroll
employment growth.

I hope that this information is helpful to you. Please let
me know if I can be of any further assistance. Philip Rones,
Assistant Commissioner for Current Employment Analysis, can
be reached at 202--606-6378 and would be happy to answer any
follow up questions that you or your staff may have regarding
these data.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner

Enclosure



Employees on nonfarm payrolls in selected industries, seasonally adjusted

Service-
Characteristic Total Construction Manufacturing producing

industries

Employment (In thousands)

November 1996 120,450 5,495 18,442 95,942

September 1997 122,792 5,642 18,553 98,021

October 1997 123,079 5,650 18,591 98,264

November 1997 123,483 5,679 18,635 98,596

Change in payroll employment (In thousands)

November 1996 -November 1997 3,033 184 193 2,654
September 1997 -October 1997 287 8 38 243

October 1997 -November 1997 404 29 44 332

Percent change in payroll employment

November 1996 -November 1997 2.5 3.3 1. 0 2.8

September 1997 -October 1997 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2

October 1997 -November 1997 0.3 0.5 0 0.3

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Employment Statistics Survey
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DEC 30 799

Honorable Carolyn B. Maloney
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4709

Dear Congresswoman Maloney:

I am responding to the request you made during my recenttestimony at the Joint Economic Committee for labor forceinformation on the City of New York. I am enclosing aone-page analysis of the employment situation for the Cityaccompanied by two tables of data. The first table showsannual average labor force data for 1990-96 and seasonally
adjusted monthly data for 1996-97. The second table showslabor force participation rates, employment-to-population
ratios, and the unemployment rate for four demographic
groups for the City based on 1996 annual average data.

Please let me know if I may be of further assistance.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner

Enclosures
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Employment Situation for New York City

Unemolovment

Historical and GeoEgraphic Perspective: Unemployment in New York City has been

above the national average for most of the past 30 years, with 1987-88 being the most
notable exception. The jobless rate in the City began to rise before the national rate

started to increase in mid-1990 and, unlike most areas, has failed to return to pre-
recessionary levels. The trend of unemployment in the City in the 1990's has paralleled

that of Los Angeles. In 1996, New York City's unemployment rate (8.8 percent) was

about the same as that of Detroit, Los Angeles, and Washington, D.C. In all of these
cities except Detroit, the 1996 rate remained well above the respective 1990 figure.

Recent Situation: New York's jobless rate has edged up over the past two years as the
national rate has declined. Though the data for 1997 show a decline from 10.0 percent

(seasonally adjusted) in June, the rate has been above 9.0 percent all year, averaging 9.6
percent for 10 months. October's rate was 9.1 percent.

Demogranhics

New York City's labor force participation rates and employment-population ratios are

substantially lower than the U.S average, and unemployment rates noticeably higher, for

all major demographic groups. The City's unemployment rates are also well above the
national average for most major industries and occupations. A substantially larger-than-
average share of New York's labor force, and the occupations within it, is comprised of

blacks and Hispanics. Non-BLS data show that immigrants continue to comprise a very

large share of the City's population, regardless of ethnic or racial group.

Establishment Emglovment

Nonagricultural employment in 1997 is at its highest level since 1990, but still about
175,000 lower, on average, than that year's levels, and lower than in most years of the
past half century. Construction employment has grown slowly for over four years, but
remains nearly 25 percent below the levels of the late 1980's. Manufacturing, on the
other hand, continues its long-term decline, having lost about 75 percent of its jobs since

1950. Finance is having its best year since 1994, but employment is still off about 15
percent from the record high of 1987. Services employment is now at an all-time high,

up about 40,000, on average, from last year.
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Labor Force Data for Now York City

Monthly Data are Seasonally Adjusted

Labor Force Employment

3,333,507
3,275,979
3,262,084
3,236,693
3,220,889
3,203,639

3,250,318
3,257,515
3,274.589
3,274,259
3,283,041
3,292,809
3,302,308
3,302,631
3,308,265
3,315,262
3,326,569
3,333,296
3,293,327

3,313,666
3,328,127
3,331,198
3,325,172
3,327,629
3,340,387
3,337,494
3,343,808
3,350,751
3.354,872

3,102,584
2,990.626
2,902,214
2.901,209
2,940.506
2.942,103

2,975,097
2,980.153
2,984,523
2,988,972
2,998.121
3.005,325
3,012,374
3,013,622
3,017,925
3,021,385
3,024,687
3,028.011
3,004,195

2,999,609
3,013,552
3,007,873
3,002,727
3,009,675
3,007,081
3,019,376
3,025,093
3,040,276
3,050,662

Unemployment
Level

230,923
285.353
359,870
335.484
280,383
261.536

275,221
277,362
290,066
285,287
284,920
287.484
289,934
289.009
290.340
293,877
301,882
305.285
289,132

314,057
314,575
323,325
322,445
317,954
333,306
318,118
318.715
310,475
304.210

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
Local Area Unemployment Statistics

December 10, 1997

Year Period

90
91
92
93
94
95

96
96
96
96
96
96
96
96
96
96
96
96
96

97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97

Avg
Avg
Avg
Avg
Avg
Avg

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Avg

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct p

p=Preliminary

Rate

6.9
8.7

11.0
10.4
8.7
8.2

8.5
8.5
8.9
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.8
8.8
8.8
8.9
9.1
9.2
8.8

9.5
9.5
9.7
9.7
9.6

10.0
9.5
9.5
9.3
9.1
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Labor Force Participation Rates, Employment-Popuiation Ratios, and Unempioymnnt Rates
by Major Demographic Group or Now York City

Annual Averages for 1906

Labor Force Employment- Unemployment
Population Group Participation Rate Population Ratio Rate

Total

White

Black

Hispanic origin

56.7

55.7

55.4

52.7

51.7

51.6

48.4

47.0

8.8

7.4

12.5

10.8

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
Current Population Survey

December 10,1997
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